From Morrisonia it differs in not having the divided thoracic crest, the thorax itself stouter, the abdomen not so long proportionately, and the primaries not retracted at anal angle nor strigate in type of maculatiou.
From Stretchia (Perigrapha) the species differ in the thoracic tuftiugs and somewhat also in wing form. Strictly, only two of our species -curialis and dolosa-are congeneric with the European conspicillaris ; but there is no safe line for the separation of any of the species, save possibly patalis, which differs by the habitus, the short stumpy wing, somewhat depressed body, and simple male antennae. Autennal characters are weak in the hairy eyed genera, and so indeed are most others. It is difficult to limit the genera in this series, and comparative characters and habitus must serve largely as guides. The lines of demarcation between this genus aud Mamestra, Morrisonia, or To the second series, in which the male antennae are serrate and ciliate, belong curialis, dolosa, perlubens, subapicalis, rubrica and ochracea.
Gurialis and dolosa are narrow-winged forms, like the Enropeau species, the colors dark ash gray. In curialis the color is even, with a faint reddish suffusion and no white lines or patches.
In dolosa the color is powdery, blackish, the orbicular white ; below it a white band exteuds to the inner margin, giviug the wing a characteristic appearance. The s. t. line is also white, or paler at least.
Perlubens I do not know. Mr. Grote says it is related to rubrica, and so it seems to be. It is not possible to specify exactly wherein it differs, from the description, except that the orbicular is said to be upright;
In rubrica it is oblique, elongate, in all the specimens seen by me. Rubrica and subapicalis are broader winged than curialis and dolosa, and the outer margins are obviously dentate, which is not the case with the latter.
Rubrica is a powdery, reddish gray form, sometimes almost even in color, sometimes quite strongly maculate, the ornamentation taking form as a distinct preceding shade to s. t. line, sending in a black shade white marked. The median lines are also white marked. The ordinary spots large, discolorous, white, or at least white ringed. Altogether it is unique in color and habitus, and therefore easily recognized. The head is more retracted, and has the frontal tnfts less evident thau in the other species.
Patalis is the only species in which the antennae of the male are entirely simple, and it is also the smallest of the genus. It is a stout, rather stumpy winged form, contrasting quite strongly with some of the other species, and yet with a certain habital resemblance to them. In color it is pale whitish or bluish gray, sometimes with a creamy tint, and more rarely with a yellowish suffusion. The median lines are somewhat indistinct, closely approaching at the hind margin, and giving the median space, which is usually darker, a somewhat irregular V-shape. Rarely a specimen will lack all maculation save a few black spots marking the s. t. line. The ordinary spots are large, pale, and quite generally fused interiorly.
Tabulata is known to me in the female only. It is a dark, blackishgray species, with close, smooth scales. The maculation is evident, the s. t. line marked at anal angle with a black spot in a reddish suffusion.
It resembles a Mamestra of the manguina type quite strongly.
The genitalia of the species are separately described hereafter.
There is no distinctive type, though the majority of the species resemble each other to some extent.
The early stages of some of the forms are known to Dr In bisulea the median lines are marked only on the costa, the reuiform is somewhat contrastingly white marked, theclaviform prominent. The pale rays are obvious on veins 3 and 4 ; but hardly as well marked as in the other species. The outer margiu is more oblique, the hind angle less retreating.
The second series, with serrated and bristled antenusecoutaius^omer-ina with its variety evicta and (probably) infidelis, which are also distinguished by having vein 3 only pale marked.
In vomerina and evicta, which Mr. Grote correctly refers as varieties of the same species, the ordinary spots are large and fused, discolorous.
Vomerina has the costal region gray, contrasting strongly with the blackish shade obtaining below the median vein.
Evicta has exactly the same maculation, but it is a more even bluish gray with a more or less obvious reddish brown and even ferruginous suffusion, the terminal space darker fuscous.
Infidelis is compared by Mr. Grote to vomerina, but the ordinary spots are not fused, and, inferentially, there is no such contrast between costal and submedian region, though it is said that a rich red brown shade extends outwardly, suffusing the wing.
The two remaining species have the antennas of the male simple, merely ciliated, and veins 3 and 4 are both pale marked. 
